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1. ________is one of the routes of transmission of HIV.

     	      Treatment

     	      Bathing

     	--->> Blood transmission

     	      Eating

2. Causative agent means_________

     	      Routes

     	      Transmission

     	      Deficiency

     	--->> Aetiology

3. The second generation of ELISA's uses recombinant______ protein of synthetic 
peptides of the virus as antigen

     	--->> DNA

     	      RNA

     	      SRG

     	      Molecules

4. _________is one of the good qualities of a good counselor

     	      None

     	      Untruthfulness

     	      Immaturity

     	--->> Honest

5. How many universal precautions aimed at avoiding direct contact with body fluids do 
you  know?
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     	      Ten

     	--->> Nine

     	      Eleven

     	      Seven

6. The cells that are most susceptible to HIV infection have CD4 surface_________

     	      Nitrogen

     	      Vitamins

     	--->> Proteins

     	      Molecules

7. AIDS had a long incubation period of _________days

     	--->> 6-10 days

     	      12-13 days

     	      4-5 days

     	      20-22 days

8. ________is one of the drugs use in the treatment of AIDS

     	      Clarithromycin

     	      Floxavid

     	--->> Zidovudine

     	      Anagodine

9. ________is the total number of viral nucleic acid molecules present in the serum of 
patients with HIV

     	      Bacterial load

     	--->> Viral load

     	      Viral infection

     	      Infectivity
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10. Measurement of CD4 cell count is used as a measure of disease________

     	      Diagnosis

     	      Treatment

     	      Control

     	--->> Progression
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